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'warn' the neighbours we're

Sdi1i DB

SITE PRESIDENT

James Carroll

SITE PRESIDENT

Joe Savage

linE",ENVIRDMENT
AND CANTEEN
The three committees that were set up before Christmas have been
going well. The litter committee and the environmental committee have
done a lot of research and will soon be making recommendations, but
we need the support of the students on the ground in Aungier Street to
help us get the recycling bins and solve the litter problem. The canteen
committee has more recently been set up and will soon be carrying out
Surveys to ask you the students what you want. We will then bring
these surveys to Campbell's Catering and let them know what it is that
you the students want in your canteens. Campbell's Catering in Aungier
Street have recently changed management, the new Manager, Lauren,
has already made some changes and has plans for more. Such as
increasing the size of the plates back up to proper nine-inch dinner
plates, naming the canteens and making them more Student friendly,
we wish her the best of luck in this. Should any student have problems
or suggestions regarding the canteens please feel free to contact the
Canteen Committee through the Students Union.
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SITE PRESIDENT

Eoin Cassidy

WElCOME
BICKlll,
Hope you all had an
excellent
Xmas ... and
Santa brought you all
what you asked for!! And
all of ya's that did or are
doing exams... best of
luck!!!!

Eoin C. in flying form at the carnival 03'

Firstly I'd like to PRAISE everybody for their involvement in the Budget Day Fees Protest, it was a great
success! Also like to remind all students to bring back in
their money with the sponsorship cards!! This money
goes to a great cause; so whatever you've raised;
please drop it into either Gay, the Union Manager or to
Eoin, SU Site President in the Common Room!

FIGTHING FOR ABETTER
DEAl I FOOD FOR OUR
TUMS AND SEATS FOR OUR
BUMS! - The Update!!!
The first ever Cafeteria Committee in Cathal Brugha St.
has been finally set-up. All of the work the past SU
Presidents and Staff has finally paid off, hopefully students and staff at present and in the future will have an
efficiently run and an utilizable service with nutritious
food with variety. So any comments, queries or if you'd
just like something changed please contact me and
don't hesitate to make your voice heard! It's your right
as a Student of DIT to have a good quality and efficiently
run cafeteria. Sure if ya's don't feel like the Cafeteria
food; use the microwave in the Common Room.
And not to forget The Never Ending Battle for
Comfortable Furniture in the Common Room. Its looking
promising, the battle is still on between CBST SU and
the DIT so don't dismay!!

RATHMINES&
SITE PRESIDENT

Shane Treacy
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So what does the i
Trip involve? Well think loads of buse
even more students, saying goodbye
at around 11am, and not having a clue
they are headed.
Quiet Country towns are invaded, and nightclubs
are filled with students looking for a good time.
The Rag Trip culminates in a massive party at
the end of the night where all the sites meet up,
get acquainted (if you know what I mean), and

00.

Over 2100

finish off the night in style before returning home

rowdy students but as the years went on proper

n almost 50 full size coaches

to Dublin for roughly 4am.So that'lI be just the fif-

stewarding and supervision became the norm.'

finally ending up in the coun-

teen hours of drinking time then
The Trip is strictly a charity event. All proceeds
from the trip are donated to a designated charity. The trip is one of the biggest earners during
Rag week. Nightclubs provide their venues free
of charge and bands play for cost price to help
maximise the amount of money made for good
causes.
Over the last few years the trip has grown in
size and numbers partaking in the adventure
have exceeded 1500. Stewarding has become

Simple... but how and whv
does it all happen;'

try's largest

very professional with at least 2 people super-

nightclub

vising every bus on the trip. Rag Trip stewards

Monaghan. Throughout t

Enigma,

Carr

are students who volunteer their day and forgo

made at Leixlip, Drogheda,

drinking to help with loading and off loading of

Asbourne where revellers

students, helping the bus drivers, co-ordinating

before descending on the

So how did this all start? The Rag Trip as we

the arrival and departure of buses and generally

tained by The Red Hot

know it was founded over 10 years ago, and

run the trip!

Rathmines students will be proud to know that
Rathmines is in fact the home of the Rag Trip

band blood sweat and m
Dunne and resident DJs al

You might think that spending the day sober

DJs from Dublin's Freedo

•
•

Make sure you
get your ticket t
""'. . . . . . .Iing!" Is how former president
of Aungier Street

tu

e

then sit back rei
Iy one of the be

described last years trip. Just thin 0
p~~~~.~"'~.".~1
amount of money made for charity and the
...:..~!!!!:~.,._.,

amount of money pumped into the local
economies. "The Rag trip is an unmissable
chapter in your college... believe the hype."

PleViDUS IiDUIS..........•.
Over the last few years the rag trip has terrosied many different parts of the Irish countryside.

This year's trip, in keeping with tradition promises to be bigger and better than any trip before.
This year James Carroll, President of Kevin
Street is charged with looking after the trip. The
clubs we have lined up are absolutely amazing
and as always there'll be top bands, DJs and a
few surprises. Whatever you do make sure you
don't miss this one!

ours true? ...the bloke who woke
den shed in Wexford?, the girl who
at the side of the road to ... well yo
at, and didn't notice the nettles un
her until it was too late?, the Au

President]

•

•
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Pool Table, juke Box
Lunch Served 12:30 - 3:00 Mon to Friday
Tuesday Nite: "Tuesday Night Music Club",
Singer/Songwriter Night
Friday Nite: "SLEEP" Run by Decal, Mix of
Electronic Music

VOTEI

23/ 24/25
FEBURARY

MAKING SENSE OF THE....

APLAN TO REFORM
Over the next few weeks, OIT students will hear
the words 'Constitutional Referendum' bounced
around quite a bit. So what exactly is it all about
and why is the normal day of college life being
bombarded by some 'political jargon'?
Basically, a constitutional referendum works as
follows:
The students' Union operates from a constitution,
the same as any country, political party or member organisation. This constitution has been voted
on and endorsed by the membership in the past
and therefore the union is bound to working to this
constitution until the membership says otherwise.
If the constitution is to be changed it has to be
voted on by the membership to change it.
FACT:

Just 1.5% 01 students realise thev
are members 01 BIfSU.
So, after nearly two years of blood, sweat and
tears, reviewing and researching a better structure for the union, the constitutional referendum is
upon us all. The time has come for all students to
use their right to vote on how they want their
Union run.

It appeared the union was working from the same
democratic structure and principle that had served
it well over the years but this structure was
becoming outdated and redundant to meet the
needs of a modern student membership in a modern society. In a nutshell, students' had all
changed over to OVO's where the union was continuing to provide Videos.

FACT:

Just 6% kne their president
however 49% knew their class rep
To close the huge gap between the union and its
student membership the union employed the
services of Independent Consultants to review the
organisation and make informed recommendations on the best way forward for the union.
With their help and expertise, and the feedback
from the ordinary student through surveys, questionnaires and focus groups, the Students' Union
is finally coming to the membership with a proposal of change and modernisation.
FACT:

Just 26% leel the union can help
them with acollege problem

FACT:

Just 25% 01 students leel the Union
is effective to verv effective
So why in the first place is there a proposal for
change? Well, the results of a survey conducted
by the Union in January 2003 may shed some
light on this. The results indicated that the everyday running of the Students' Union and its services did not reflect the needs of the majority of its
members (That's you the students) and some of
the grim statistics are here for you to read.
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So here are the facts. Ask yourself has the union
served you during your time in OIT to date and on
the following page there is some more info about
the changes the union is proposing. So read on
and make an informed choice about the future of
the union and

USE YOUR RIGHT TO VOTE!

site to ensure that all Class Rep Meetings are
running efficiently and that issues raised will be
forwarded to the relevant Department within the
union to resolve promptly and effectively. The
local Class Rep System will also assist in formulating a local operational plan each year, which is
aimed at developing and solving the problems
students face on a site-by-site basis.

Devolving power to the Students

One of the big issues that came out of the
Review was the communication, or lack thereof
between the union and its' membership. The
Survey indicated that 7.5% of students
realise they are members of DITSU which
means there is a basic breakdown of communication between the union and over 90% of its
membership.
The development of a highly interactive website
is key to addressing this current problem as the
union wants more information available to students to provide quick downloadable answers to
many of the problems students face while in college.
Also key here will be development of the Text
Service and also working with the DIT in a far
more co-operative way to see that newsletters,
reports and any other relevant college and
course information will get to students' through
college e-mails and other communicative
streams.

The new constitution shifts the focus into the
voices of students. Through regular surveying,
focus groups and seats being reserved on all
committees of the union for the ordinary student
member, the new constitution enshrines the
need for the ordinary student voice to be a part
of the union, placing power in the hands of the
majority not the minority that currently controls it
something that has been missing in the organisation over the years.
The Constitution gives the Student Governing
Council and all of its sub-committees powers to
make the Union officers servants of Governing
Council as opposed to its masters. The proposed constitution will make it easier to censure
or sack (impeach) the Union President or other
officers who are not performing. Officers work for
the union; the union does not work for the officers.
For the first time, the proposed Union
Constitution makes a commitment that all services, as well as all representation delivered across
the Institute - no matter where, will be equitable
thus ensuring that all members get a consistent
level of service.

Restructuring Site Onices

The publications of the union have also gone
through a complete overhaul and more of the
traditional methods of communication, such as
notice-board advertising and class rep meetings,
will continue and be improved upon.

Developing the Class
Representative SV tem

_

The student survey recognised that students
have a better knowledge of their class representative (49%) than their Site President (6%). This
is why it stands to reason that DITSU should
concentrate improvements of its representative
structure at class rep level, rather than at elected representative level.
One major part of this is getting information to
class reps. Many of the new information systems the union is developing will be key to
developing the class rep system as there currently is not enough information being given to
class reps so that they can do their job effectively.
There will be a new Recruitment drive, in cooperation with the DIT, and a new training and
development programme will be introduced by
the end of this term. Class reps will have new
information technology supports, such as online
complaints procedures with a 24-hour response
time guaranteed.
To make sure the class rep system works more
effectively than ever before a paid part-time
Class Rep Convener will be appointed on each

The aim of the union during this whole process,
as stated earlier, is to 'not only get things right,
but more importantly to be doing the right
things' for its student membership.
t\fter two years of research and review, the
union's work in bringing this proposal to you is
now over and the future of the union now rests in
the hands of the membership Le. you the student. The Constitutional referendum will take
place on the 23rd, 24th and the morning of
25th of February and this will be your opportunity as a member to reject or endorse what you
have just read.

NO

VOTE in the referendum will mean you
A
reject the proposal

YES

A
VOTE in the referendum will mean you
endorse the proposal

THE FUTURE OF THE UNION RESTS
ENTIRELY IN THE HANDS OF THE MEMBERSHIP SO COME REFERENDUM DAY USE
YOUR RIGHT TO VOTE FOR WHAT YOU
BELIEVE SHOULD BE THE FUTURE OF
YOUR UNION
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What is the Constitution;»

Will there be local representation on site;»

The Constitution is a written document, which have
been agreed by students at governing Council. It
determines the way all the Students' Union operates.

There proposed structure recommends Union functions are split into the six main sites, so there will
always be Union presence on site. The proposed
role of paid class rep convenors will ensure there is
full representation on site. Each of the three overall
representatives will work on a rotational basis visiting sites. The overall officers will be answerable to
student council and local class reps. There will also
be some local part-time officers on site.

What is aconstitutional referendum;»
If the Students' Union recommends that the
Constitution should be amended, the student body
must vote. For a referendum to be passed must be
voted on by at least 10% of the student body. This
is why it is imperative for all students to use their
right to vote, either for or against.

Who can vote;»
All students, whether they are full time, part time,
apprentice, or block release are members of the
Student Union and therefore they are eligible to
vote. (You must be registered and hold a current
student card)

Why Isn't they're going to be a president on
each site;»
The current role of site president is a 'jack of all
trades' and unfortunately 'master of none' The role
of site president is now out of date to serve the
needs of the membership. Each area of Union activity has been identified, and a specific department
within the Union will now deal with all issues,
through a professional provision of service.

Why is representation going to be replaced
with administtation;»
Representation is not being replaced with administration. There will be an increase of professionals
employed in key area such as academic representation negotiation, accommodation employment,
events and entertainments. Elected representatives
oversee all off these staff appointments. Ensuring
that student views are at the top of the union agenda and ensuring that students are accessing the
best possible service in the best possible manner
and ensuring that money is spent efficiently

Where will sta" come from;» Who will Interview them;» How do VDU monltorl control their
performance;»
The job roles that will be created will be advertised
to current staff within the organisation and amongst
the student body. If the jobs are not filled, they will
be advertisements in the national press.

Why should I vote;»

Will it increase the qualltv of service;»

How will smaller sites be represented;»

All students should vote because the Student Union
is the representative body for student affairs in DIT.
Every student is a member of the Students Union,
so it's your right to input into how you'want your
Union run
Why does the Students' Union need to change?
Many Students feel that their Union does not represent them. Last years Strategic review was highlighted this fact. The structure of the Stude'rits Union
has never changed to adapt to the !1eeds, of its
membership. The current structure needs to reform
to enable it to provide the best service possible to its
members.

The point of this re structure is to ensure that there
is a better quality of service, As a member of the
Students' Union we will guarantee that you get a 24
hour response to any problem, query or need for
representation. We can also guarantee the advice
you get, will be the right advice.

The new structure will ensure that every student on
every site, regardless of size, will have access to
exactly the same level of representation and services. We are well aware that in the past smaller sites
have suffered; hence the urgent the need for
change. New means of communicating with students will be unveiled, such as fully interactive website, making communication between the Union and
the Student body is easier and more accessible
than ever before.

What will happen if I vote ves;»
A' yes' vote will be supporting the new Constitution
and the Union will implement the structural reform.
These recommendations have been supported by
your current site presidents, overall sabbaticals,
and by your student reps at student council as the
best way forward for the Students' Union.

What will happen if I vote no;»
Voting NO will mean that your Union will stay as it is
with, with no changes to the current constitution and
therefore no changes to the structure.

What is the current structure and why Is the
proposed one bener;»
The current system is a local representative and a
staff member based on each site. This is replicated
six times over, across the Union, with some support
provided centrally. The new system will mean no
replication - it will mean professionals dealing with
specific issuse that they are trained to deal with.

Who Is going to deal with ents where will I get
free tickets for nights out;»
There will be local part-time events officer on each
site this part-time officer will have support from a
staff member, who will organise Union events such
as graduation balls a, rag trips and will ensure a
diversity and regularity in local lunch time Gigs
occur on each site. You will still be able to the usual
free tickets and passes from your local site office
and through your class reps.

How are three sabbaticals going to cover the
work of nine sabbaticals?
The current structure means that sabbaticals are
spending their time dealing with issues that they are
often ill equipped to deal with. The proposed structure will utilise staff in areas they are needed most,
such as accommodation and academic appeals.
This will mean that the three sabbaticals will have
more time available to concentrate on democracy,
representation and delivery of manifesto promises.
The three overall positions will be complemented by
a paid class rep convenor who will oversee all local
issues.

The Class Rep Convenor has a large responsibility
upon them. This will now be the main democratic
link from the students. How can we be assured
these people will take their responsibilities seriously?The same question can be put to your local fulltime officers. The new constitution has increased
the powers of accountability with new reporting
structures and better disciplinary procedures for
officers. Any person being paid by the union will be
accountable and their contract to electorate will
ensure that they carry out their responsibility.

Why the dramatic jump from eleven to three,
why not phase it out graduallv;»

We will ensure that class rep will work through the
new student charter that is currently in development
with the Institute. In this will highlight the Institutes
commitment to recruiting class reps. The class rep
structure will also be supported by the local paid
class rep chairpersons, a full time officer and two
staff members.

The Union simply cannot afford to employ professionals and 'well meaning amateurs'. Specific job
roles have been identified so that every possible
area of Union activity will be dealt with by a person
with competency in this area.
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How will VDU ensure the class rep System will
work;»

If one oUicer can't keep on top of academic

appeals In one local site how Is one sta" member do this for evervone;»
The current system means that site presidents look
after academic appeals on behalf of the students on
their site. Whilst the sabbaticals have training for
this during the summer, the system is time consuming and challenging, particularly when there are
other pressing issues to deal with. Up until now the
sabbatical team has attempted to learn all the tools
of the trade which they simply cannot do. With a full
time employee with specific academic training
focussing solely on academic appeals, all problems
will be dealt with in a prompt effective way.

Where did this new structure come from;» Has
the model been copied from another
college;»
The proposed structure does not exist in any colleges in Ireland. During the course of the research
a number of colleges in the UK were reviewed. In
addition to this, Trade Unions and other voluntary
organisations such as the GAA were also consulted.

How much will It cost the Students' Union;»
The majority of private organisation aim to keep
their wages bill under 30%. The wages bill for the
Health Service comes to 60-65%.. USI wages bill
runs at between 70-75%. DITSU has managed to
keep its wage bill at 45% of its budget. If the new
positions come into effect, DITSU will be able to
keep its wage bill at around 50% of its budget.

.

we

At our Christmas Ball this year
decided to offer free entry as a
gift to those of you lUCky enough to already have signed up to our
text link service. Be sure to sign up now to be In with a chance to get
free entry to some future events or win some fantastic prizes. To join
just text the letters njvchu" to 086
It's been a great year for us and we hope you are looking
forward to the much anticipated RAG Daze we have planned for ya in
Februaryl Just wait 'til you see where you'J'e-going for the Mystery RAG
Trip. Best RAG ever, I hear you ask? You'll just have to wait and see coz
as usual it's top secret 'til the day -if I told you I'd hav&to kill you-that's the
rules but they'd eat me alive in prison so im keeping quieti
Needless to say we have more blistering aets for you in the tradition we
started at the Virgin, Freshers' and Halloween Balls with Dj's from the worl~
renowned Dublin based Bodytonlc coll&ctive of prodUcers, Dj's, designers-you name 1tI Just check out their press, with accolades from Jim Carroll
in the Irish times, The Guardian in the UK and a feature in the Next M8
magazine in the UK too. At the Christmas ball we bought you Moogatron
like AIRIRoyksopp but lrishll-Watch this space Moogatron will be hugel Of
course we also had DOn&gal boys The Revs who blew the "-*n' roof off
Spirit at the Christmas Balll
We don't Just get you the best acts, no, no. We want the students of the
biggest and best college in the country to party in the finest of venues. .
Pod, Redbox, Spirit and other carefully screened creme de la creme joints.
Just wait 'tU you see Tradfest@Redbox, the opening night of RAG featuring all Irish acts from Rlverdance guru Nigel Davy to Coisuir to the
Wolftones' Derrick Warfield and the Sons of Erin among many others. This

carlow-maun~.

8261912 . Damn we're

good to you, who's
your daddyl?1 We are,
sugar daddy that Is. Be
good nowl

_---------=====:-1

.bn.a.••

Is this you? can you qke yourself out In the packed crowd at the
Virgin Ball @PoD. If so you just won free entry to every
RAG eventl
..---

--------:====::==:;;;;;;.iiiiiiliii

event could blast the wellies off a
__
dents money and we'll be damned if we're~
going to give it eway on ya so it goes bacl(
into other events or to well deserver charities
picked by students at council.
Charity:We run our events as a service to yo

Id. . .

DRAMAsue
If you missed out on Dl1's Best Event in 2003,
then you will want to change all that this year!
The DIT Drama Festival is being held from the
22nd of February to the 5th of March in the
Project Theatre, Temple Bar. We've doubled
our run from last year, so this time there should
be a seat for everyone!
The best of our plays will then travel to Galway
for the Irish Student Drama Association Festival
(6 - 13 March). In order to get to ISDA, we'll be
holing a
fund raising Table Quiz in The
Picturehouse (The Palace) on Camden Street,
on Tuesday the 27th of January (8:30pm). So
hopefully we'll see you all there. In the meantime, here is a taste of what's been happening
on each site. As always check www.ditdrama.ie
for more details

Aungier St. Drama Society
We began the year this year where we left off
last year with the electing of our site committee.
We opted to have the new committee in place
before we began recruiting new members in
order to have sufficient activities organised to
attract new members and also to have people to
man the table during societies week.
Traditionally we at Aungier st. run drama workshops for the first semester. We find that this
helps the group to get to know each other better
while also teaching them the basic skills of performance. The workshops have been running
every Tuesday night from 5-7 in the Students
Union Pool Room, a huge improvment on last
year when we were forced to hold our workshops in a corridor on the 4th floor!
This year the Aungier St drama society also
competed successfully in the "Stupid" One Act
Festival in St Pats. Drumcondra. It is the first
year that we have put on a show before
Christmas and hope that the society will be able
to compete next year too. The play,
"Commercial Breakdown" was written, produces, directed and cast from within the society
and won a judges' discretionary award for ambition and innovation. More importantly those
present made contact with members of the DCU
and St. Pats drama societies and hope this relationship can be built on in the future.
Our principal focus for this early part of the year
will be on getting our main production organised. The play was cast before Christmas and
will go on as part of the DIT Drama Festival. As
is the tradition in Aungier St, the play has been
written by two members of the society and will
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also be produced and directed by us.
- Niall Campion. Site President, Aungier St.
Drama Society

Bolton St. and Cathal Brugha
St Drama Society
On the 13th of January 2004, the Bolton St. and
Cathal Brugha St. Drama Society resumed
workshops, recovered (well mostly) from the
Christmas shenanigans. So, we returned, to a
new year, a new college term and of course, a
new drama term.
We had decided before we left that we'd need to
jump straight back into the workshops in order to
prepare for the DIT Drama Festival. It was lucky
anyway, I think the withdrawal symptoms were
starting to kick in! Of course we had thought of
this before we left for Christmas (how much the
members would miss the group that is!) and so
we decided on the plays we were to carry out;
"The Producers" by Mel Brook and "The Vagina
Monologues" by Eve Ensler. We then cast many
of the roles and distributed the scripts to the
members. A little Christmas present- well,
homework assignment...lncase they had nothing to do, they could always learn their lines ...
Since our return to the group on the 13th, the
Drama activities have been running quite
smoothly. The members are pulling together to
prepare for the plays, rehearsing together and
learning more about each individual play. Aside
from preparing the scripts for the plays, we still
carry out our warm-up exercises or Drama
games at the beginning of the workshop. One of
our newest and most enjoyable editions to our
Drama games is "The Human Knot". The plan,
believe it or [k]not, originated from a photograph
of a cluster of mushrooms. This sparked off the
idea of human contact; what if the mushrooms
were replaced by, let's say, our members?
So, we did what any sane group of students
would do ... We gathered in a circle, randomly
grabbed hands and soon found ourselves to be
a little tied up ... The exercise however, brought
to light more than just a human knot. Getting
back to the original perfect circle of people
involved a lot of time, climbing over, under and
between each other, and listening to each other.
However, it mainly involved communication
within the group and working together to
achieve a goal - however mad it might be. Well,
you can see the photo's for yourself... Don't
knock it until you've tried it...
Our plays for the DIT Drama Festival are "The
Vagina Monologues" and "The Producers" are
running on three nights, Tuesday the 24th of
February, Monday & Tuesday, the 1st and 2nd
of March. "The Producers" is a comedy with a
predominantly male cast and seems to be quite
an enjoyable, witty and promising piece. The
play portrays a down-and -out producer attempt-

ing to make one last comeback by producing the
worst play in the world. As if we'd have any trouble doing that... "The Vagina Monologues" is a
powerful and moving play with solely a female
cast for some reason (we couldn't figure it out
either... ). This play appears to be on more of a
serious note than "The Producers". However, it
does have its funny moments and doesn't fall
short on the shock factor.
So, for the moment, Bolton St. and Cathal
Brugha St. Drama Society will continue to prepare for this years DIT Drama Festival. This
Festival is important to our Society and these
nights which we are to perform will be the fruits
of our hard work (blood, sweat and tears). We
are there to entertain you, the DIT students and
so, we hope to have your support on these
nights. And please, autographs will just have to
wait until after the show ...
By Deirdre Maguire - President of Cathal
Brugha St. Drama Society

Kevin St. Drama Society
Never the society to be unprepared, Kevin
Street will be running their very own pre-festivalFestival. It all takes place in Gleeson Hall in
Kevin Street from the 16th to 21 st February and
features the plays The Importance of being
Earnest, Lone Star, Laundry & Bourbon and
Bent.

Website: www.ditdrama.ie

FASHION

SHOW

The last DIT fashion show took place more than
eight years ago so, its about time that we put our
creativity and enthusiasm to use and make the
DIT fashion show a night out that DIT will never
forget.

The DIT Renaissance Fashion Show is to be
held at the Excise Bar & Venue, IFSC, Dublin 1
on Tuesday March 23rd 2004.The Fashion show
is being organised by DIT students, graduates
and associates.
The fashion show is in aid of Telethon , which will
in turn distribute the money raised to charities.
We are hoping to raise as much as possible for
Telethon through sponsorship, ticket sales and
donations on the night.
Our initial aim in creating this fashion show was
to create a brilliant night out for all DIT students
and also to involve every DIT site in creating this
fashion show.

Mondav 23rd Februarv
We appeared on TV3's Ireland AM show on
Friday 16th January to publicise and promote
the fashion event which was an outstanding success.
Model week took place on the 19th to the 23rd of
January on all the major sites.DI1's fine young
things posed and pouted at every stand and
queued up to have their photos and measurements taken. ( lads the hip size was purely for
the ladies).As the models scouts scoured the
sites Dl1's finery strutted their stuff keeping in
mind that a possible contract with Access model
management would be up for grabs on the night.

The organisation of the fashion show has literally snowballed in to anenthusiastic effort from
many people in the fashion, retail, music and
media industries into offering services and
advice both in the preparation of the event and
on the night.
High profile designers such as Jenny Xu, Chupi
Sweetman and Caoimhe Keane and high street
retailers such as Mango and Morgan as well as
several. Student designers will show their fashions on the night.

Tuesdav24th Februarv
(daytime) Banner and equality All DIT sites
campaign
(evening) 'Coming Out' night withDIT Temple Bar
Society magazine Launch, information card
Launch with video and refreshments and food

Wednesday 25th Februarv
For futher info contact:
Ciara 0 Donovan & Louise Conlon
Co-ordinators

(day time) GCN, Scene City and
All DIT sites ISociety magazine promotion

DIT'S

Panel Discussion DIT Mountjoy Square
'student forum on bisexuality and transgender
and gender identity issues', along with
equality legislation

FIRST

EVER

R I BOW

WE
It's been in the pipe lines for over a year, but
2004 will see Dl1's 6 main sites play host to the
LGBT societies first ever rainbow week from
February Sunday 22nd to Monday 30th. This
year has already seen the Igbt society grow from
strength to strength with new members joining
on a weekly basis.

We wish
to make the Fashion show as
entertaining as possible by playing on the theme
of the renaissance through imaginative costume,
music, art,venue and various acts.

(daytime)Banner and poster campaign
All DIT sites
(evening) Film and Party Night with DIT Aungier
Street Refreshments and food Games Room in
Students Union Area

So whars happening and what'S it
all about;'
The ethos behind the Igbt society is one of security, privacy, the right to associate and the need
for a 'safe space' for all students. Although there
have been 19b societies in DIT before, none
have stood the test of time and reached out to
the members-they have got the members to
reach for the society. Over the last 2 years, this
society has continually adapted to varying situations, protested and represented its members
where ever necessary and this years' Rainbow
Week will be vibrant, colourful and create a huge
visual impact.

So What's going on;'

Thur av 26th Februarv
DIT LGB1's legendary Temple Bar Music Centre
'Diva 2-unleash your inner diva'venue: Temple
Bar Music Centre I €6 with student id and driving I licence, passport or garda id I €8 with no
student id and €8 after midnight I 9pm til 3pm
live performances and 3hrs of music non stop
after
ALL MONEY TO CHARITY:
The Samaritans and Dublin Simon Community

Fridav 21th Februarv
Society trip to London until Monday
So as you can see, its going to be a hectic, fun
filled, colourful and vibrant week in all the DIT
Sites so come along to any of the events. If
you're nervous or shy, either bring a friend, pick
up a leaflet or log onto the website or contact us
below and we'll do all we can for you.
Remember. Being L, G, B, or T doesn't mean
your different or weird or queer, what it means isyou know who you are. You may not be ready to
tell anyone, but there are people who actively
care about your needs, so don't be afraid, shy or
upset about talking to either Eoin or Sharon
(DITSU Welfare officers) or the LGBT Society
President, John about anything on your mind.
We're here to help and we hope you enjoy the
week, its for you, raising issues and making people aware, because in this day and age, in cosmopolitan Dublin, ignorance is not bliss and
something not to be tolerated

Sund v 22nd Februarv
There will be high profile models and celebrities
modelling on the nigh (Fiachna 0' Braoain,
Sarah Mc Govern, Cha CHa Seigne and Chantal
Fortune
etc.).

Bingo@ the George'The George', South Great
With drinks in theGeorges Street Front Lounge
before Hand

Further and detailed information is available
on our website www.ditlgbt.org or you can
contact John on president@ditlgbt.org or
contact our society mobile in complete
confidence 087-6745263
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meeting with our DIT medical team we decided

1.1

to run it the week of 9th February 2004. Why?
DIT medical centre has its highest number of
clients for the morning-after pill, and STI checks
on the 15th February every year. Recognise the

WEEK!!!

date? The day after Valentines Day. So this
Valentines have a great time but be careful and
remember to ask yourself, what will my loved

SHAG Week is one of the most important cam-

WEll-FAYRE

WEEK2

one be giving me this year??

There are so many potential campaigns that

paigns we run during the course of the year.

Welfare Officers can run during the course of the

SHAG stands for Sexual Health and Guidance;

How much are

year that we just couldn't pick one, so we decid-

so it is kind of what you were thinking of!! The

48 RI5M:D

point to the campaign is not to 'give out' and tell

CONDOMS?

you what to do, you're adults, you don't need

ed to run a big ginormous campaign with a little
bit of everything and call it The Well-Fayre.
Crappy pun ay? Well regardless, it'll be grand.

that, but to make sure that those of you who
have chosen to be sexually active are looking

The main point to the week will be to inform you

after yourselves properly.

guys about as much stuff as possible. Your

Its not all depressing though, during the course

cy and careers will be involved along with other

Student Services such as counselling, chaplainof the week we'll be giving out SHAG bags which

extemal companies that run voluntary, (as in

contain lube and a condom, and they're free of

free), services to students.

course, so that's all good. We're also looking for
some sponsorship from a number of reputable
companies so hopefully we'll have some more

It'll be running the week after your Easter break,
And no chance of this happening to you...

free stuff too!! My personal job was to research

the 19th of April and as that's close to the time of
exams you can find out which services will be

as many sex facts as I could find and I couldn't

able to help you if you're feeling a bit stressed,

believe the half of them I found. Did you know, a

sexuallv transmitted infections

or which services can help you plan a study

lads beard grows

Aids Alliance - 873 3799

time-table, or even where to go if you just fanc~

Genito _ Urinary Clinic - 4162315 / 4162316

a quick moan, no jobs too small.

when
he's anticipat-

[ St James Hospital]

ing

Sexually Transmitted

sex??

And the first
couple to be
shown

in

bed together on telly
was

Fred

and

Diseases Clinic -

4162315/4162316> [St James Hospital]

crisis pregnancv

For those of you moving home for the Summe
we'll have accommodation information on how to
make sure you get your deposit back.

Adoption Board - 671 5888
Cherish - 662 9272

There'lI be plenty more information stands on

Dublin Well Woman - 660 9860

many other issues too so somethings bound to

Irish Family Planning Association

appeal to you. If in the interim any of these

Wilma Flintstone?? Will ya ever look at cartoons

1850495051

issues appeal to you, drop into your local

the same again? If you liked that we have a

Misscarriage Association Ireland- 872 2914

Welfare Office in your Students Union where we

tonne more pointless but interesting sexual facts

Pact - 497 6788

Can help right now.

during the course of the week.

rape & sexual assault
On a serious note, Chlamydia is the most common STI currently recorded. Most STI's are
asymptomatically, which means you can have
them without knowing. And no STI is restricted to
infection during penetrative sex, you can get
some of them doing things as seemingly harm-

CARI 1890 924 567
[ For people affected by sexual abuse )Victim Support - 878 0870

welfare for women
Women's Aid- 1800 341 900
Women's Emeregency Hostel- 873 2279

less as kissing, so it's important to be careful and

Women's Refuge- 4961002

get checked out regularly.

Well Woman Centre - 872 8051

I'll leave you with one last fact. Most other col-

welfare for men

leges run SHAG Week in November, but after

Well- Man-clinic- 288 9838
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HOTTeST Tones - cooleST pRices

To order a ringtone text the MONO or POLY RINGTONE COOE
to 57442 or call 1580 77 80

77. Polytones require apolytone

phone and WAP/GPRS. Please check compatability before ordering.
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51020
51021
51030
51022
51023
51025
51026
51027
51028
51029
51031
51032
51033
51034
Jaimeson
51035
Maroon 5
51036
Joss Stone
51037
81ack Eyed Peas 51038
51039
The Offszng

51000
51001
51010
51002
51003
51005
51006
51007
51008
51009
51011
51012
51013
51014
51015
51016
51017
51018
51019

Guns'n Roses
Missy Elliot
Meatloaf
Oido

51464
51222
51418
51157
51219
51223
51404
51414
51415
51283
51284
51224

51443
51189
51398
51112
51186
51190
51384
51394
51395
51255
51256
51191

Lord OfThe Rings
A-Team
Addams Family
8anjo Ouel
The Great Escape
Knight Rider
Eye of the Tiger
Fraggle Rock
Hawaii 50
80hemian Rapsody
Smooth Criminal
Take My 8reath Away
A Giri Like You
Light my Fire
Itchy & Scratchy
Mac Gyver
Mission Impossible
Muppets
Only Fools & Horses
Pulp Fiction
Scooby 000
The Simpsons
Staying Alive
Tublar 8ells

51357
51358
51360
51361
Great Escape
51364
TV
51367
Rocky 3
51368
TV
51369
TV
51370
Wayne's World
51412
Moon Walker
51421
Top Gun
51461
Trainspotting
51422
The Ooors
51449
TV
51372
TV
51373
Theme
51374
TV
51375
TV
51376
Pulp Fiction
51377
TV
51378
TV
51379
S/day Nite Fever 51407
The Exorcist
51382

51330
51331
51333
51334
51337
51340
51341
51342
51343
51392
51401
51440
51402
51428
51345
51346
51347
51348
51349
51350
51351
51352
51387
51355

Amhran na BhFiann

N/ Anthem

51076

Take Me/Clds Above
Milkshake
God Is A OJ
All This Time
Hey ya
Somebody To Love
I'll 8e There
Last Train Home
So Confused
In Love With You
Mad World
Take Me Out
Changes
Comfortably Numb
Take Control
Harder To 8reath
Fell In Love [A 80y)
Shut Up
Hit That

l:lt'J1a"a*
November Rain

Pass That Outch
8at Out Of Hell
Life For Rent
50-SO/Lullaby
in Oa Club
Imagine
Sweet Home Alabama
Sweet Child of Mine
Clocks
Song 2
8reathe

,

.,.

LMC vs U2
Kelis
Pink
Michelle
Outkast
800gie Pimps
Emma Suntan
Lost Prophets
2 Play
Sean.P/Sasha
Michael Andrews
Franz Ferdinand
Ozzy And Kelly
Scissor Sisters

§III~II~QII'.

Lemar

50 cent
John Lennon
Lynyrd Skynyrd
GunsNRoses
Cold play
81ur
81u Cant reil

,,

LOTR
TV
TV
Deliverence

,,

51085

.,

Fields Of Athenry
La Marseillaise
Flower of Scotland
8read Of Heaven
The Celtic Song
Never Walk Alone
Glory Glory Man U
Ireland's Call

'It·!n·
Irish 81ue

Pretty Green Eyes
Loneliness

Sunlight
FlylWings Of Love
Good Luck
Nothing But You
Love Me Right

Chant
Chant
Chant
Chant
Chant
Chant
Chant
Chant

51318
51321
51322
51323
51325
51326
51327
51328

Flip And Fill
Ultrabeat
Tomcraft
OJ Sammy
XTM ft Annia
Basement Jaxx
Paul Van Oyke
Angel City

51058
51040
51059
51041
51044
51062
51063
51045
51462
51441
51047.
51065
51069
51051
51074
51056
&III~II_;II".
51155
51110
51143
51098
51144
51099
51458
51437
51147
51102
51104
51149
51141
51096
51151
51106
51152
51107
51115
51160
51161
51116
51167
51122
51182
51137

&Iml'--#IIM
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The Voice Within
I won't change you
S/S'led Oelivered
White Flag
Too lost in you
Me Against Music
Ladies Night
Swt OreamsLA Ex
Let your head go
Rock your body
It's My Life
I'm Loving It
Nver/Leave ur Side

1:lIj:I,I:I:,*I:

51306
51309
51310
51311
51313
51314
51315
51316

C.Aguilera
S.Ellis 8extor
8Iue/S.wonder
Oido
Sugababes
8ritney/M'donna
Atomic Kitten
Rachel Stevens
V.8eckham
J.Timberlake
No Ooubt
J.Timberlake
0.8edinrfield

ijillm_RIIM

Turn Me On
Kevin Lyttle
Where Is The Love
81k Eyed Peas
8e Faithful
Fatman Scoop
50 Cent
PI.M.P
Where The Hood At
OMX
Ain't What You 00 8ig 8rovaz
Without me
Eminem
Crazy In Love
8eyonce
Clning outdoset
Eminem
21 Questions
50 cent
Got Some Teeth
Obie Trice
Superstar
Jamelia
Rkelly
Ignition
Frontin
Pharell ft Jaw

51217
51457
51218
51220
51221
51156
51226
51447
51228
51232
51233
51237
51239
51242

51184
51436
51185
51187
51188
51111
51193
51426
51195
51199
51200
51204
51206
51209

Smells Like Teen Spirit
Funeral Of Hearts
My Immortal
8ad Oay
Fortune Faded
Time of your life
Under The 8ridge
Frantic
8ring Me To Life
8ehind 81ue Eyes
Numb
1251
In My Place
Oid My Time
8ed Of Roses
2+2=5
Thing Called Love
Someday
Go To Sleep
Sympathy/Oevil
Every 8reath You Take
Iris
True Colours

51282
51278
51279
51302
51285
51287
51288
51289
51290
51291
51293
51295
51296
51297
51463
51298
51448
51299
51300
51420
51452
51459
51465

51254
51250
51251
51274
51257
51259
51260
51261
51262
51263
51265
51267
51268
51269
51442
51270
51427
51271
51272
51400
51431
51438
51444
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Nirvana
Him
Evanescence
REM
RIH/ClPeppers
Green Oay
R/H/C/Peppers
Metailica
Evanescence
Limp 8izkit
Linkin Park
The Strokes
Cold play
Korn
Bon Jovi
Radiohead
Darkness
Nickelback
Radiohead
Rolling Stones
The Police
Goo Goo Oolls
Cyndi Lauper
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PERFECT MATCH
Find out if you and your mate are the PERFECT PAIR!
Text PERFECT to 53033 to see!
Tenns 8< conditions apply.

CELEBRITY GOSSIP ALERTS
Get all the latest gossip sent straight to your mobile.
To subscribe text CLSUB3 to 53778.
To unsubscribe text CLUN5U8 to 53778
Tenns Br: conditions apply.

GAME CHEAT ALERTS
Get the latest hot tips for all gaming consoles, to subscribe text
GMSUBl to 53778.
To unsubscribe text GMUNSUB to 53778
Terms 8: conditions apply,
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Free text messages to
any network, anytime,
anywhere only on
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